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NEW NESCHEN HOTLAM 1650 DOUBLEH 

PRESENTING 
PROTECTING 
MOUNTING  

Presenting the new Neschen HotLam 1650 DoubleH.  A real multi-talented 
laminator that will set new standards in hot encapsulation applications. 
The DoubleH has enjoyed a fantastic reception from advertising technicians and digi-
tal print contractors worldwide during it’s testing phase.

Designed for professional use, this machine impresses with it’s high laminating speed 
and the ability to master even the most challenging hot encapsulation 
applications. Furthermore, the Neschen HotLam 1650 DoubleH offers a built-in trim-
mer to cut away overlapping excess media. This is typically used when the laminating 
film is wider than the substrate being laminated.

NESCHEN 
HOTLAM 1650 DOUBLEH 

ARTICLE NUMBER
6039986

NESCHEN HOTLAM 1650 DOUBLEH 

❚   Maximum working speed of 8m/min - For increased productivity
❚   Two sets of main rollers eliminate the need for a “cooling down” period between hot and cold laminating jobs
❚   Swing-out Shafts - For easy material loading
❚   Retractable Trough - For easy feeding of single prints up to 10m long
❚   Ergonomic and user-friendly Control Panels on the front and rear of the machine - Simplifying single person operation   
❚   Maintenance and repair can mostly be carried out by the users themselves

maximum working width 1650mm

material feed speed 8 m/min.

main rollers maximum pressure 3,1N/mm² / 450kg

maximum nip (maximum open dis-
tance)

40 mm

roller heating heatable top and bottom roller

max. roller temperature 160 °C

depth (incl. input and output table) 1275 mm

working table height 870mm on wheels
850-950mm on adjustable feet

width (incl. tension control knobs) 2175 mm

height (including wheels) 1390 mm

depth (machine body) 850 mm

machine overall weight (without 
material)

750 kg

electrical requirements 3P+N/PE400VAC/50Hz-60Hz; 

3400W; 32A


